
Beowulf and The Sutton Hoo Ship Burial

Beowulf at the movies - 2007

Part of the treasure discovered in a ship-burial of c.500
at Sutton Hoo in East Anglia – excavated in 1939.

The Sutton Hoo ship and a modern reconstruction

The value of Beowulf as a window on Iron Age society in the North Atlantic was 
dramatically confirmed by the discovery of the Sutton Hoo ship-burial in 1939. 
This is identified as the tomb of Raedwold, the Christian King of Anglia who died in 
475 a.d. – about the time when it is thought that Beowulf was composed. The 
discovery of so much martial equipment and so many personal adornments 
proved that Anglo-Saxon society was much more complex and advanced than 
previously imagined. Clearly its leaders had considerable wealth at their disposal –
both economic and cultural.  And don’t you just love his natty little moustache?

Ne hÿrde ic cymlīcor cēol gegyrwan
hilde-wæpnum ond heaðo-wædum, 
billum ond byrnum; [...]

I never yet heard of a comelier ship 
better supplied with battle-weapons, 
body-armour, swords and spears … 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx(Beowulf, ll.38-40.)

Ornate 5th-century head-casque of 
King Raedwold of Anglia



Caedmon’s Creation Hymn (c.658-680 a.d.)

Caedmon’s poem was transcribed in Latin by the Venerable Bede in his Ecclesiatical
History of the English People, the chief prose work of the age of King Alfred and 
completed in 731, Bede relates that Caedmon was an illiterate shepherd who 
composed his hymns after he received a command to do so from a mysterious ‘man’ 
(or angel) who appeared to him in his sleep. 

Its survival in manuscript form has had a strange history. It was first given in Latin by 
Bede and later the original Anglo-Saxon form was added to many of the numerous 
translations of his Historia ecclesiastica [History of the English Church] made in 
succeeding decades. Moreover, each of these seems to be have been made 
independently of the others  - in other words, each of the 19 scribes who inserted 
gthe poem in text knew it by heart, and were not simply copying it from an another. 

The hymn was thus a popular piece of Anglo-Saxon poetry and part of the original 
canon of English literature – indeed, it is often described as the first recorded 
English poem. In itself, it exhibits the usual features of Germanic Heroic Poetry. In 
particular it observes the rule of alliteration which mark so much of extant Anglo-
Saxon verse. The versions given here is found in the Norton Anthology of English 
Poetry (2005) where it appears as the first item, accompanied by a modern English 
translation by John Pope.

When he told the visitor that he knew of no subjects to sing about, he was 
instructed to write about the creation of the world by God. The ‘miracle’ of his 
new-found poetical voice was tested by the monks of the monastery of St. Hilda at 
Whitby, where he lived, who then set him other biblical themes to sing about. 



Anglo-Saxon Letters (Old English Orthography)

• þ = 0E Þorn (‘thorn’)
• ð = OE ðæt (‘eth’)
• Þ = OE wynn (‘joy’)
• Ʒ = OE ēow (‘yew’)
• æ = OE æsc (‘ash’)
• thorn ⟨þ⟩ and wynn (Þ) were both borrowings from the 

Germanic rune system (futhorc). ð  - upper-case Ð – is a 
modified Latin letter, used for ‘th-’ and later changeably with 
þ. Þ became w. 

Anglo-Saxon literature flourished from the late 7th century to the date of the Norman Invasion in 1066. The manuscripts produced in that period
consist largely of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles, some prose-translations of important works such as Bede’s Historia Ecclessiastica Gentis Anglorum
(c.740), and a significant body of poetry - of which only a few including notably The Seafarer, The Dream of the Rood, The Battle of Maldon and
Beowulf have survived. It is impossible to estimate how many others perished during the Dissolution of the Monasteries, orchestrated by Henry VIII
– an event which gave full rein to Protestant iconoclasm and cost England so many of its medieval treasures.

Beowulf was written down as late as three hundred years after its original composition, a fact which implies an oral tradition in which the poem was
preserved over generations by enormous feats of memory on the part of probably-hereditary poets during the pagan period. The prosodic structure of
the piece reflects this fact in its use of oral-formulaic devices such as alliteration and the kenning (a specifically Anglo-Saxon device). Transcribing it in the
Christian era was only possible because there already existed a distinctive Anglo-Saxon alphabet. For the most part the scribes concerned were used to
writing in Latin – the original ‘Romance language’ - but English required a different set of symbols to convey its special sounds such as ‘-th-’ sounds in
teeth and then or the w sounds in why and whale. (A ‘y’ sound was also needed for Teutonic prefixes such as ge- in geboren meaning ‘born’.)

The following distinctive letters were used in Anglo-Saxon (i.e., Old English):

Unlike the other letters of the alphabet which are purely phonetic, their names derived from an older runic script associated with the Druids of Ancient
Britain. In the same way, however, many of other letters were named after common words in which they appeared – man (man), horse (ēoh), cattle
(feoh). There is reason to believe that those which were named after trees – such as ‘oak’, ‘ash’, ‘birch’, and ‘yew’ – derived from the habits of Irish monks
who served as missionaries in Britain in post-Roman days. In addition to the standard vowels, some long median vowels – ē, ū, and ā – were also used in
written form to reflect differences of pronunciation (long and short). Sometimes the letter þ alone serves fro the whole þaet (‘that’), and often a kind of
ampersand – written as 7 – is used for ‘and’.



Friedrich Klaeber’s Edition of “Beowulf” (1922)

Friedrich Klaeber’s scholarly and perceptive edition of Beowulf as “The Fight at Finnburg” in 1922 remained the standard guide for more than 50 years and is still 
indispensable to students. Seamus Heaney’s recent translation in verse – commissioned by Norton in 1980 – has given new life to the poem for English readers. 

Hwaet wē Gar-Dēna in gear-dagum
þēod-cyninga þrym gefrūnon
hū ðā æpelingas ellen fremedon. (Opening lines.) 

So. The Spear-Danes in days gone by 
and the kings who ruled them had courage and 
greatness. 
We have heard of those princes' heroic campaigns.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx(Do., trans. by Seamus Heaney.) 



David Crystal gives this transcript-translation of 
Beowulf in his best-selling  Encyclopedia of the 
English Language (1986 & edns.). 

Beowulf (composed c.700; transcribed c.1000; this
transcription, J. Zupitza (1882), trans. by J. Porter
(1991); given in Crystal, Encyclopedia of the English
Language [3rd Edition] (Cambridge 2010), p.11.

Because of Porter’s close word-by-word 
translation, it is possible to identify the Anglo-
Saxon equivalent of the words he uses and to 
compare the phonetics and grammar of Old 
English and Modern English by this means. 

Interlinear translation …. 

You can see here that Old English had declensions 
with different endings for singular and plural (-a), 
nominative and accusative. Verbs often had 
prefixes (e.g., for- and ge-) as in Modern German, 
and infinitives often ended in –an (e.g., gyldan, 
‘yield’) and adjectives came before the noun as in 
modern English.

Many of the pronouns, demonstrative adjectives 
and adverbs are recognisably the ancestors of 
Modern English – e.g., huða (how), þaet (that), 
hwile (‘while’) and aer (‘ere’, or ‘before’). 



Beowulf – in a translation by Seamus Heaney (1999)
The current page is a transcription of
the opening of Heaney’s translation of
Beowulf which was actually commiss-
ioned by the US publisher Norton in
1980 and issued separated by Faber in
1999 before inclusion in the 5th Edition
of the Norton Anthology of English
Poetry (2005).

The present copy can be found online
at https://classroom. kleinisd.net/ …
Note that the transcription of the
second line is faulty where the phrase
“in days done by” appears in place of
Heaney’s more natural phrase “in days
gone by”.

For some reason, Heaney’s “Beowulf” 
has been made the target of numerous 
internet thefts - perhaps because of its 
status as the English national epic – a 
status which Heaney’s Irish provenance 
complexifies in interesting ways. Next 
we shall see a near perfect version of 
the Norton text – apparently using the 
publisher’s sheets … 

https://classroom.kleinisd.net/


Heaney’s Beowulf – The Norton Bilingual Translation (2000).

In every kenning the identity of a given substantive 
is embedded in a two-part epithet which functions 
as a condensed riddle that reflects an original, yet 
practical, way of looking at the thing in question. In 
time, however, kennings turn into clichés as the 
perennial ring-giver (for ‘generous prince’) 
inevitably did and the kenning ceased to be used in 
Nordic Poetry after the 1200s. 

It has been calculated that one-third of the noun 
phrases in Beowulf are kennings. These were 
originally necessitated by the search for alliterative 
terms to make up verses which normally involve 
three or more such words beginning with the same 
consonant – e.g., werodes wīsa, word-hord onlēac
(l.258.) Here ‘word-hord’ added to ‘wīsa’ 
[wiseman/leader] supplies three ‘w’ sounds in a 
single line. 

In this early passage of Heaney’s translation, we 
have highlighted “word-hoard”- and example of the 
poetic device known as a kenning - that is, a 
“descriptive compound” much found widely which 
forms the most pervasive feature of the Nordic 
Poetic Tradition, - according to J. R. R. Tolkien.

Kennings enjoyed an unexpected revival in the 
short-stories of Jorge Luis Borges’ collection 
Labyrinths (1962). For this writer – sometimes 
called the father of Magic Realism – a kenning is an 
“enigmatic circumlocution”, according to an essay in 
a much earlier collection (History of Eternity, 1935). 

… swanrad l.200, beadoleoma l.1523, l.woruldcandel l.1965, goldwine l.1171, banhus l. 2508 …



Beowulf: The Interpreters – 1: Friedrick Klaeber
Friedrich Klaeber (1863-1954), a Prussian-born philologist, worked at Minnesota University from 1893 to 1931, after which he returned to Europe. His Berlin home was 
destroyed during the war and he is buried in his wife’s town of Bad Kösen in what was then West Germany (GDR). The scholarship of his edition, first published in 
America 1922 and entitled Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg, remained the standard guide for more than 50 years. Klaeber sets out his interpretation under distinct 
headings which reflect his conception of the poem as a Christian redaction of a pagan legend, actually based on the history of a Swedish dynasty whose dynastic feuds 
he treated as the underlying and governing theme of the poem, later coloured by conventional Christian sentiments in a monastic scribal redaction. 

The Historical Elements
How much of historical truth there is in the subjects considered under this heading cannot be made out with certainty. The early-Germanic poetry of heroic
legend, though inspired by stirring events of the times, primarily those of the great period of tribal migrations, was anything but a record and mirror of
historical happenings. What the singers and hearers delighted in was the warlike ideals of the race, the momentous situations that bring out a man’s
character; and the poet’s imagination eagerly seized upon the facts of history to mould them in accordance with the current standards of the typical hero-life.

[…] Yet with all due allowance for disintegrating influences, those elements of the Beowulf which we naturally class as ‘historical,’ - i.e. based on history, in
contradistinction to the frankly fabulous matter of a preternatural character, have, in a large measure, an air of reality and historical truth about them which is
quite remarkable and, in fact, out of the ordinary. (p.xxix.)

[...] Thus the two tragic motives of this epic tradition are the implacable enmity between two tribes, dominated by the idea of revenge which no human
bonds of affection can restrain, and the struggle for the crown among members of a royal family [which is to lead to the extinction of the dynasty] (xxxvi.)

The Chrisian Colouring
The presentation of the story-material in Beowulf has been influenced, to a considerable extent, by ideas derived from Christianity [yet] the poem abounds, to
be sure, in supernatural elements of pre-Christian associations. Heathen practices are mentioned in several places, such as the vowing of sacrifices at idol fanes
(175 ff.), the observing of omens (204), the burning of the dead (3137 ff., 1107 ff., 2124 ff.), which was frowned upon by the Church. The frequent allusions to
the power of fate (wyr, cf. Angl. xxxvi 171 f.), the motive of blood revenge (1384 f., cp. 1669 f., 1256, 1278, 1546 f.), the praise of worldly glory (1387 ff., cp. 2804
ff., 884 f., 954 f.) bear testimony to an ancient background of pagan conceptions and ideals. On the other hand, we hear nothing of angels, saints, relics, of Christ
and the cross, of divine worship, church observances, or any particular dogmatic points. Still, the general impression we obtain from the reading of the poem is
certainly the opposite of pagan barbarism. We almost seem to move in normal Christian surroundings, God’s governance of the world and of every human
being, the evil of sin, the doings of the devil, the last judgment, heaven and hell are ever and anon referred to as familiar topics. […] Of specific motives derived
from the Old Testament (and occurring in Genesis also) we note the story of Cain, the giants, and the deluge (107 ff., 1261 ff., 1689 ff.), and the song of Creation
(92 ff.).



Beowulf: The Interpreters – 2: W. P. Ker

“The fault of Beowulf is that there is nothing much in the 
story. The hero is occupied with killing monsters, like Hercules 
or Theseus. But there are other things in the lives of Hercules 
and Theseus besides the killing of the Hydra or of Procrustes. 
Beowulf has nothing else to do, when he had killed Grendel 
and Grendel's mother in Denmark: he goes home to his own 
Gautland, until at last the rolling years bring the Fire-drake 
and his last adventure. It is too simple. 

“[…] Yet even with this radical defect - a disproportion that 
puts the irrelevances in the centre and the serious things on 
the outer edges - the poem of Beowulf is undeniably weighty. 
The thing itself is cheap; the moral and the spirit of it can only 
be matched among the noblest authors.”

(Ker, The Dark Ages, NY: Charles Scribner & Sons 1904, pp.252-53.)
[Available at Internet Archive - https://archive.org/details/cu3192402
7096134.

William Paton Ker (1855-1904), a Scottish literary historian and prolific writer who worked variously in Oxford, Cardiff (Wales), and London University before taking the 
chair of Poetry in Oxford. His great work The Dark Ages (1904), a synopsis of medieval literature, was a touchstone for English readers including the poet W. H. Auden 
who regarded it as a turning-point in his own imaginative life in view of Ker’s depiction of by-gone literature as a ‘kind of All Souls’ Night’ – according to Auden – ‘in 
which the dead, the living and the unborn writers of every age and tongue were seen as engaged upon a common, noble and civilizing task.’ (. "Making, Knowing, and 
Judging“, in The Dyer's Hand and Other Essays, 1962, p. 42.) Ker admired the spirit of Beowulf but condemned its structure. 

https://archive.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._H._Auden


Beowulf: The Interpreters – 3: J. R. R. Tolkien
For J. R. R. Tolkien (1892-1973), both Klaeber’s view and Ker’s – whom he quoted extensively - were marred by the failure to appreciate the poetic or imaginative nature 
of the work, that is, the changes the simple plot underwent in the mind of the poet. It was Tolkien, in fact, who brought Beowulf back from the domain of the historians 
and archaeologists – and gave it back to the common reader (albeit in translation!) This, writing in his 1936 lecture on “Beowulf and the Monsters”, he took both to task in 
arguing that the poet infused the received narrative of Beowulf and Grendel with a more intense and higher order of meaning than its folklore original. 

The poem ‘lacks steady advance’: so Klaeber heads a critical section in his editon. But the poem was not meant to advance, steadily or 
unsteadily. It is essentially a balance, an opposition of ends and beginnings. In its simplest terms it is a contrasted description of two 
moments in a great life, rising and setting; an elaboration of the ancient and intensely moving contrast between youth and age, first 
achievement and final death. [...] This simple and static structure, sold and strong, is in each part much diversified, and capable of enduring 
this treatment. 

[...T]he serious weakness, or apparent weakness, is the long recapitulation: the report of Beowulf to Hygelac. [...T]he explanation, if not 
complete justification, is probably to be sought in different directions. For one thing, the old tale was not first told or invented by this poet. 
[...] The plot was not the poet’s; and though he has infused feeling and significance into its crude material, that plot was not a perfect 
vehicle of the theme and themes that came to hidden life in the poet’s mind as he worked upon it. (in Proceedings of the British Academy, 
1936. pp.124-25.)

So far from being a poem so poor that only its accidental historical interest can still recommend it, Beowulf is in fact so interesting as

poetry, in places poetry so powerful, that this quite overshadows the historical content, and is largely independent even of the most

important facts (such as the date and identity of Hygelac) that research has discovered. (p.105.)

“Beowulf and the Monsters” (1936)

Tolkien considers the poet to have rescued from pagan tradition and reimagined as a Christian poem in which the idea of endurance (or courage) is given the value of a 
Christian virtue, suggesting that the Anglo-Saxon poet has triumphed over the puritanical spirit of continental Christian missionaries who would prefer to see all paganism 
banished. 



J. R. R. Tolkien and ‘the theory of courage’

One of the most potent elements in that fusion [pagan and Christian] is the Northern courage, the theory of courage, which is the great 
contribution of early Northern literature. This is not a military judgement. ... I refer rather to the central position the creed of unyielding 
will holds in the North. With this reserve we may turn to the tradition of pagan imagination as it survived in Icelandic [literature]. Of English 
pre-Christian mythology we know practically nothing. 

But the fundamentally similar heroic temper of ancient England and Scandanavia cannot have been founded on (or perhaps rather, cannot 
have generated) mythological divergent on this essential point. ... In [their] vision of the final defeat of the humane (and of the divine made 
in its image), and in the essential hostility of the gods and heros on the one hand and the monsters on the other, we may suppose that 
pagan English and Norse imagination agreed. 

But in England this imagination was brought into touch with Christendom, and with the Scriptures. [...] (p.117.)

Almost we might say that this poem was (in one direction) inspire by the debate that had long been held and continued after, and that it 
was one of the chief contributions to the controversy: shall we or shall we not consign the heathen ancestors to perdition? What good will 
it do posterity to read the battles of Hector? Quid Hinieldus cum Christi? [Alcuin.] The author of Beowulf showed forth the permanent value 
of that pietas which treasures the memory of man’s struggles in the dark past, man fallen and not yet saved, disgraced but not dethroned.

It would seem to have been a part of the English temper in its strong sense of tradition, dependent doubtless on dynasties, noble houses, 
and their code of honour, and strengthened, it may be, by the more inquisitive and less severe Celtic learning, that it should, at least in 
some quarters and despite grave and Gallic voices, preserve much from the northern past to blend with southern learning, and new faith. 
(p.120.)  

“Beowulf and the Monsters” (1936) – cont.



Heaney on Beowulf

Introduction to Beowulf: A New Verse Translation
(London: Faber & Faber 1999; NY: Norton 2000), p.xi

Seamus Heaney’s interpretation of Beowulf was conditioned by his own character as an Irish poet – in fact, the greatest 

Irish poet since W. B. Yeats (whose ‘phantasmagoria’ he mentions in his essay), and winner of the 1995 Nobel Prize for 

Literature. Among Yeats’s chief works are poems and plays about a comparable ancient Irish hero called Cuchulain

[Koo-kull-in] – the chief heroic character in the 7th century Táin Bó Cuailgne, or Cattle-raid of Cooley. 

Heaney finds in Tolkien a willingness to see in 

the poet who wrote Beowulf ‘”a combination 

of creative intuition and conscious structuring” 

which marked that poet as “an imaginative 

writer rather than some kind of back-

formation derived from nineteenth-century 

folklore and philogy.“

Tolkien’s vision of the Beowulf poet as an “imaginative” artist was particularly 

suited to Heaney as an Irish poet who inherited a tradition in which the ancient 

legacy of Gaelic culture – lost through long centuries of English occupation but 

retrieved to scholarship by 19th century philologistsand folklorists and finally 

infused with new imaginative life (and political dynamism) by the 20th-century 

“Revival” of which W. B. Yeats was the most important moving spirit. 

Hence Heaney was prepared by his own national experience to see Beowulf as a 

poem with the same kind of imaginative vitality as the Táin Bó Cuailgne, 

Ireland’s epic of tribal warfare which, though very different from Beowulf in 

temper, is clearly the product of an ancient martial society which revered feats 

of arms above all else – though not without regard for powerful women.

The Death of Cuchulain
by Oliver Sheppard (1923)



Heaney on Beowulf

Heaney holds that Beowulf is  not just 
“anthropology” but “poetry of a high 
order” and that the “lyric intensity” of 
the best passages reveals the work of a 
poet whose mind was elevated by an 
“element of pure comprehension” while 
remaining “buoyantly down to earth” in 
the world of real experience.

In citing the experience of people in 
Rwanda and Kosovo nearer our own 
time who have “survived traumatic, 
even monstrous events and who are 
exposed to a comfortless future”, he 
may mean to imply the historical 
experience of his own people in Ireland 
who experienced long centuries of 
colonial oppression. 

One relic of that oppression is the bawn, 
or fortified house – typically painted 
white – at Ballaghy where he was born 
and grew up. In his translation of the 
poem, he uses the Hiberno-English word 
“bawn”, which is not known to English 
readers, as a synonym for Hrothgar’s 
mead-hall. Similarly, he uses the Ulster 
Irish word thole, meaning suffering, 
which is no longer used in English. 

Introduction to Beowulf: A New Verse
Translation (2000), p.xx-xxi.

Bellaghy Bawn at
Heaney’s birth-
place in Northern 
Ireland.



The English & the Vikings: Fighting for their lives

The Battle of Maldon was fought between the English and the Vikings on a narrow peninsula at Northey in Essex on 10th August 991 a.d. After the 
English general Byrhtnoth had been killed, an old Anglo-Saxon warrior called Byrhtwold spoke the memorable words recorded in the poem of that 
name:  ‘Our courage will be fiercer, our hearts bolder, and our spirit greater as our strength declines.’ Traditionally this has been taken as an 
expression of the ‘theory of courage’ among the Nordic people about which JRR Tolkien has written in his essay of Beowulf. In the aftermath of the 
battle, the English agreed to pay a tax – or ‘danegeld’ – of £10,000 a year to the Vikings. The Anglo-Saxon king of that period is known as “Aethelred
the Unready.”   

The sole manuscript copy of “The Battle of Maldon” – an epic 

account of the defeat of the English by the Vikings in 991 was bound 

into codex called Otho A xii which was destroyed by fire in the Cotton 

Library at Oxford in 1731. A partial copy known as the Elphinstone 

Transcription – named after the librarian who made it – survived and 

is now held in the British Library (London). 

Maldon on the River 
Blackwater in Essex (S.W. 
England)

Hige sceal þe heardra, heorte þe cenre, 
mod sceal þe mare þe ure mægen lytlað.

Courage the harder, heart the stronger, 
spirit the greater as our strength declines. 



1066: The defeat of the Vikings & the Norman Invasion

In 1013, King Sweyn Forkbeard of Denmark invaded with a large army causing Æthelred to flee to Normandy. 

Just a year later he returned to claimed the throne. Then, in 1016, the new Danish king Cnut defeated the 

Anglo–Saxons at the Battle of Assandun and formed the joint kingdom of England and Denmark ruled by him. 

At this point the Viking realm had reached its widest extent. Cnut’s son Harthacut inherited the English throne 

after his death in 1035. Thirty years later, in September 1066, King Harold Godwinson of Wessex 

successfully led an Anglo-Saxon army to a great victory over the Danes at the Battle of Stamford Bridge and 
that ended Viking power in England for good.

Alfred the Great of Wessex (849-899) is considered the most important figure in Anglo-Saxon history, famed 

for his personal learning and his support of religious and educational institutions. He also raised the army 

and created the navy with which the Anglo-Saxons successfully contained Viking power in England, confin-

ing it to the north of the country where the Vikings imposed their Danelaw - a harsh system of taxation 

(danegeld). After Alfred’s death, King Aethelred of Mercia (who was married to Alfred’s daughter) decisively 

vanquished Vikings at the Battle of Brunanbruh of 937. This victory brought an end to Danelaw in England 

but the Danes and Norse continued to raid the country whenever they could muster the ships and men to do 
so. 

Only a month later, however, the Anglo-Saxon world was faced with sudden extinction when 

England was invaded by Duke William II of Normandy – otherwise William the Conqueror. 

William destroyed Harold’s army and killed the king himself at the Battle of Hastings on 14 

October 1066. Under William and his successors a feudal Britain began to emerge in which a 

Norman aristocracy and English institutions were fused together, with the English language as 

the dominant means of communication. It was presumably the strength of the existing English 

institutions which ensured that this happened yet English rapidly underwent changes as to its 

conjugations and declensions which marked it as the relatively grammar-free language that it is 
today. Why this happened remains uncertain: perhaps the ‘practical’ English temperament?

Centenary statue of Alfred
by Hamo Thornycroft, 1899.

The story of the Norman Conquest is recorded in the
Bayeux Tapestry, woven in soon after Battle of Hastings.



The spirit of Maldon?

• Is there such a thing as a national literature? Can it include pre-modern sources (indigenous, &c.)?

• Is a sense of nationality transmitted by family, society, history, culture, religion or political ideology? 

• Is there an essential form of nationhood (e.g., Englishness, Frenchness, Brazilian-ness)? 

• Do we learn anything about the mentality of a given nation by studying “its” literature? 

• Do we learn anything from the mentality of a given ‘nation’ by studying “its” culture?

• Should the study of nationality be developed or repressed? Encouraged or policed? (EU v. Brexit) 

• Are the Beowulf poet, the Maldon poet, William Shakespeare and Winston Churchill significantly related in terms of 

national identity?

• …….

Curious Questions



Facing a larger French army, Lord Westmoreland 
wishes that ‘ten thousand of those men in 
England / That do no work to-day’ were here to 
fight them – to which King Henry replies: 

THE BATTLE OF AGINCOURT, 1415

Arrows from the English longbows 
destroyed French chivalry at Agincourt. 

Literary Nationalism: Henry V’s “St. Crispin’s Day Speech (Shakespeare)

Henry V, Act IV Scene iii, 18–67.

“We few, we happy few, we band of 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxbrothers …”



Speaking to the nation on radio at a time when the British Army had just been forced off the continental mainland by 
Hitler’s Panzer divisions, Sir Winston Churchill echoed the language of Shakespeare’s Henry V in calling for resistance. 

He incidentally invokes another regal Shakespearean speech when he talks of “our Island” – an echo of Richard II’s 
line, ‘"This royal throne of kings, this scepter'd isle, This earth of majesty, this seat of Mars ... This blessed plot, this 
earth, this realm, this England’ – a line he can be sure his audience will know.

Less acceptable to our ears is the reference to “our empire” - but he also speaks of his hope and expectation that 
the ‘New World’ will join the war to settle the score with Germany – as indeed did on 11 December 1940, four days 
after Pearl Harbour. 

Literary Nationalism: Churchill’s “Fight them on the Beaches” speech

“We few, we happy few, we band of 
xxxxxxbrothers …” (Henry V, Pt. II.

Sir Winston Churchill, war-time 
Prime Minister of Britain (1939-45)

4th June 1940

Dunkirk 1940 and 
Normandy 1944.



Beowulf: The Comic

Beowulf was successfully filmed by Robert 
Zemeckis in 2007 with Ray Winstone as 
Beowulf, Anthony Hopkins as Hrothgar and 
Angelina Jolie as Grendel's mother. John 
Malovich and Robert Penn Wright also got 
in on the act. It grossed $190 million in the 
USA at a cost of £150 million and has 
retained its place as a maybe-classic. 


